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Grateful acknowledgement is made to the following for permission to reprint material copyrighted or controlled by them:
Terry Wright, PhD, is a geologist at California State University Sonoma. Our gratitude for his writing of the geology and mile by mile of the North and Middle Fork American River is only exceeded by the joy we had on the many river rafting trips we took down those forks to assemble the photographs and information.
Richard Simpson grows grapes in Meadow Vista and is a fine writer and photographer. He wrote Ooti, one of the most beautiful books on the Native California Cultures we have ever seen (now out of print). We thank him for his generosity. We thank the Sierra Heritage Magazine for allowing us to use the abridged version of the Ooti story.
Malcolm Margolin is one of the most inspiring writers on Native California Culture and the environment. We are very grateful for his permission to reprint the stories, "Football Bigtime," "Football Free-for-All," "Sun and Moon," "The Creation," "Tolowum-Woman and Butterfly Man," "Building a Dance House," "Initiation into the Ghost Society," "Thanks also for the map of Native California. The stories and map are from The Way We Lived: California Indian Reminiscences, Stories and Songs, published by Heyday Books in Berkeley. His other books are The Ohlone Way and The Earth Manual.
University of California Press has been very kind, allowing us to quote extensively from The Tribes of California by Stephen Powers. They also permitted us to reproduce four of The Songs of the Gold Rush by Dyer and Lingenfelter.
Mimi Jerneck and Diane Krage generously allowed us to copy from their large map of American River National Recreation Area. This Trail Map and Guide is available from Friends of the River, 909 12th St. #207, Sacramento, CA, 95814. (916) 442-3155. Price is $4 per map, and well worth it.
The Placer County Historical Society re-issued The History of Placer County by Myron Angel. The historical account of the Grand Flume and the description of rivers and their purity in the introduction were taken from this book.
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